Tennis Match Results
St. Bonaventure vs Loyola (MD)
Jan 18, 2019 at Towson, Maryland
(Coopermine Racquet Club)

Loyola (MD) 4, St. Bonaventure 3

**Singles competition**
1. Penelope Abreu (SBUW) def. Kateri Martin (LOY) 6-0, 6-1
2. Abby Thornton (LOY) def. Kahlei Reisinger (SBUW) 2-6, 6-1, 10-8
3. Andrea Roque (SBUW) def. Abigail Decker (LOY) 6-4, 7-5
4. Lin Robertson (LOY) def. Buse Gunay (SBUW) 7-5, 5-7, 10-6
5. Sandra Aguirre (LOY) def. Paula Velilla (SBUW) 6-3, 6-4
6. Emily Stanley (SBUW) def. Alexandria Agee (LOY) 6-4, 7-5

**Doubles competition**
1. Penelope Abreu/Andrea Roque (SBUW) def. Kateri Martin/Abby Thornton (LOY) 6-2
2. Lin Robertson/Alexandria Agee (LOY) def. Kahlei Reisinger/Emily Stanley (SBUW) 7-6 (7-1)
3. Abigail Decker/Sandra Aguirre (LOY) def. Buse Gunay/Paula Velilla (SBUW) 6-4

Match Notes:
St. Bonaventure 0-1
Loyola (MD) 1-0